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R. ZADOK HAKOHEN
ON THE HISTORY OF HALAKHA

To the memory of my father, who brought

me to both worlds (TB B.M. 33a)

I

Moses received Torah at Sinai, and transmitted it to Joshua, Joshua to the
Elders, the Elders to the Prophets, and the Prophets handed it over to the Men
of the Great Assembly.!

In the introduction to his Mishneh Torah, Maimonides amplified

this short schematic of tradition with the names of Biblical personali-

ties, and extended the chain of tradents from the Men of the Great
Assembly to Rav Ashi. He also made explicit what is perhaps only
implicit in A vat-that 'Torah," which appears here without the definite
article, refers primarily to the Oral Torah, in line with R. Y ohanan's
dictum that:
The Holy One, blessed be He, made a covenant with Israel solely for the sake
of
the Oral Torah, as Scripture states, "for in accord
(lit., "by the mouth'1 with
these words have I made a covenant with you and with IsraeL. ''2

This doctrine of the primacy of the Oral Torah, and its direct
transmission from Sinai, raises two major historical problems. First,
if Halakha comes to us directly from Sinai without interruption, why

did the Tannaim disagree on so many points? Second, why is there
such a paucity of early traditions preserved in the Oral Torah, as
compared to the wealth of later Tannaitie material? Regarding the
first issue, several solutions were proposed by the Rabbis, two of
which follow:
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From the time of thc increase (in number) of the arrogant, disputes have
multiplied in IsraeP

From the timc of the increase (in number) of the disciples of Shammai and
Hillel who had not served (their masters) sufficiently, disputes have multiplied
in Isracl and the Torah has become as two torot4

These two anonymous statements, eoupled in Salah 47b but
quoted separately in TB Hulln 7b and Sanhedrin 88b, are part of a
long litany of complaints which recall the glory of a golden agc before
the destruction of the Temple. Some of the complaints are quoted in
the Mishnah; few can be dated precisely. These two have often been

understood in tandem, with intellectual arrogance leading to the
neglect by the disciples of Hillel and Shammai of the more menial
aspects of the master-disciple relationship. That relationship, in turn,
is seen as the basis for a true mastery of Torah.
According to this view, then, the increase of traditions given in
the name of individual Tannaim is attributed to human fallibility. No
earlier disputes are known simply because there were none.S The first
statement takes a direct view of the matter, without introducing an
intervening mechanism. As Rashi has it, intellectual arrogance led to

carelessness; the easy assumption of mastery led to its absence.
Divorced from a particular historical context as it is, this statement
need not refer to the era of the Houses' debates, but its association

with the latter is natural, given the vast increase in disputes reported
from that time. Maharsha6 identifies the "arrogant" with the Sadducees, an interpretation which, while possible, would make that statement irrelevant to the matter of tannaitic disputes and, more important,
somewhat out of place in its present context.
By eontrast, the second statement does not necessarily posit an

increase in arrogance, intellectual or otherwise. Economic or political
instability could have shortened "academic careers"7 in the time of
the Houses. The force of "kol :?orkan," "sufficiently," does however
seem to lay the onus on the disciples themselves. It implies negligence,

and not lack of choice; the latter would require "10 hispiq beyadan."
The general context in Tosefta supports our interpretation that

the disciples themselves were guilty of negligence. Tosefta lists a
number of aphorisms detailing the effects of haughtiness, not necessarily tied to any particular time. The Vienna manuscript not only
separates the two statements, but adds a phrase to the first that gives

it a whole new meaning.
From the time of the increase (in number) of the arrogant, disputes have
multiplied in Israel, and they arc the spillers of blood.'

"Disputes" in this version seem not to refer to halakhie debate,
but rather to violence and high-handedness,9 themes whieh are asso2
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ciated with other passages in T osefta Sotah. The Erfurt manuscript
couples the two statements and adds a phrase which ties them inextricably together.

From thc time of the increase (in number) of thc arrogant, disputes have
multiplied in Israel, and two torot have been created (thereby J.

Whether the foeus of these statements is moral or historieal, they
eertainly are rooted in, and derive their foree from, the awareness of a

departurc from an ideal situation of halakhic surety. Moreover, as
noted above, the lack of early attributed traditions is understood as
reflecting a general agreement by the early Tannaim. It is only with
the increase of disputes that names must be attached to individual
opinions.10

Another, perhaps earlier, solution to this problem was proposed
by R. Y ose.

R. Yose said: At first there was no dispute in Israel; the Court of Scvcnty-Onc
(sat) in the Chamber of Hewn Stones, and the other Courts of Twenty-three
(met) in the towns of

the Land of

IsraeL. . . . Ifin need (of

judicial advicc), thc

(inquirer) would go to the court in his town; if thcrc wcrc none in his town, he
would go to the court in the next town.

11

The appeals process culminates in an appearance before the Great
Sanhedrin:
If they had a tradition, they would give it; if not, they would vote. . . . From
there halakha would spread (to all) IsraeL. With the increase of the disciples of

Shammai and Hillel who had not served (their masters) sufficiently, disputes
multiplied in Israel and the Torah became like two torut.

Since the mechanism outlined earlier in this passage provides a
solution to the problem of increasing disputes, we may assume that
the repetition of the statement about the disciples of Hillel and
Shammai represents a conflation of sources. The basic thrust of this

passage, attributed to R. Y ose, is that the increase of disputes is
bound up with the breakdown of the central authority represented by
the Great Sanhedrin. This breakdown may be, and has often been,
connected with the following statement:
Forty years before the Destruction, the Sanhedrin went into exile and
settled in Hanut. 12

With the lapse of central authority, the natural human tendency
to dispute was allowed free play, resulting in the extensive disputes
recorded in Tannaitic literature.l3 Whether that suffices to aeeount
3
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for thc presence of disagreements on fundamental issues is to be
doubted, however.

Although aware of both solutions, Maimonides gave more weight
to the second. He limited the negligent-disciples solution to matters of
halakhic detail; the lapse of central authority solution he enshrined in
thc Mishneh Torah.14

There is yet a third Talmudic statement that may be taken as
constituting a partial solution to our problem. R. Judah b. Nahman is
quoted as having stated the following, possibly on authority of
R. Simeon b. Laqish:
It is written "write these words" and it is (also) written "for in accord (litcrally,
by the mouth) with these words (have I made a covenant with you and with

Israel)." How (arc bothl possible? (The distinction is as follows:) Words
(transmitted) in writing (devarim shebikhtav) you may not recite by heart (al
peh); words (transmitted) orally (al peh) you may not write1'

The same theme is quoted in the name of the School of
R. Ishmael:

"lnese"-those you may write, but you may not write halakhot.

These statements would explain the absence of written halakhic
material from Biblical times: it was only with R. Judah the Prince
that a written collection of halakhot such as the Mishnah ultimately
became permitted.16

What all thcse projected solutions lack is an explanation of the
historical (and theological) necessity for these factors to have come
into decisive play just in early Tannaitic times; after all, the First or
Second Destruction, or the Greek wars, would have seemed to have
been more "suitable" for such a cultural discontinuity. They also
assume-- as does Avot i: i -that Rabbinic values prevailed in Biblical
times. Howcver, the relative lack of importance assigned to learning,
in the Rabbinic sense, in Biblical texts remains a serious problem, as
do the instances of un- or counter-halakhic acts attributed to Biblical
figures. 17

Another doctrine has a bearing on our problem-the dogma of
"devolution of the species" (mitqatlenim hadorot). In its least sophisticated form this refers to physical degeneration. Biblical figures are

pictured as literally "larger than life." Other versions emphasize the
moral, spiritual and intellectual decadence of later generations (see

below). It is a simple matter to account for a defective transmission of
the Oral Torah in the context of such a process. Needless to say,

however, this doctrine is open to the same objection raised above-and
others besides.
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The subjeet of this paper-the historiosophy of R. Zadok of
Lublin-allows for a process of progressive revelation whieh adheres
the (devolutionary) law. R. Zadok suggests an alternative solution of the historical problems we enumerated above: lack of
evidence for an earIy Oral Law, positive evidence for deviations from
halakha in Biblical times, and the problem of Tannaitic controversy.
to the letter of

II

Rabbi Zadok haKohen Rabinowitz of Lublin (1823-1900) was
born to a family of Mitnagdim in Latvia, where his father served as a
rabbi. A prodigy, he reportedly began the study of Talmud at age
three-and-a-half, and completed it for the first time at eight. As a
young man he became a Hasid, and a follower, of R. Mordecai Y osef

Leiner, the "Izhbitzer," one of whose successors he eventually became.
He was incredibly prolific, and many of his books, none of which was
published in his lifetime, were lost in the destruction of the Lublin
ghetto; what remains, however, runs to thousands of closely-printed
pages in a terse, elliptical style. is He died childless, but his teachings

have had an impact on a number of important Jewish thinkers, such
as the late R. Yitzhak Hutner and R. Gedaliah Shorr. R. Zadok, in
turn, was influenced by the "Izhbitzer" and the Maharal in particular,
in addition to the usual panoply of traditional talmudic, kabbalistic
and hasidic writings. Our purpose here is to outline his history of Oral

Torah and some of its ramifications, without necessarily tracing its
sources.

The Great Divide in Jewish history, according to R. Zadok,
occurred not with the destruction of either Temple, but with the
cessation of prophecy, whieh involved not only a change in leadership

from prophet to sage, but a change in access to Torah. R. Zadok
develops a comprehensive theory of the changing relationship of the
Jewish people to the Oral Torah, in which the traditional view outlined
in Section I is in several significant ways reversed.
t¡xw ir.xw n"n7:;r oii:: 'i '::in ow:: ir.xw 7"::1 wnpn ii'::ir. 'nvr.w . . .

nWVJi i'r.n ::ninr. ::7::W o"nn niipJ 7::X ov~ 7:i:: 1'I.vr.nr. ninir.n niiiinw
. . . ,ini' ni7D ov~ 7:i:: i:iirr

i heard from our Holy Teacher in the name of R. Bunim (of Parshischa) that
even though intcllcctual abilities decline with each generation, understanding
and appreciation of truth (nequdat hal;ayyim shebalevjI' increases and has

bccomc purified through the tribulations of exile20

R. Zadok continues:
5
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i!rmir i:ii;i KYr. :i"nKi Kno'wi~:i iimww:i win i:ii,;ii i, ";iw 'p;i ii':ii ir.Ki
. . . ,(K"r.:i 'rii) ;ir, wiiw iiir.K i:i:ii 1mpr. "K l' "~ K,i 'li:ii ;ir.:i:i
Our holy master told (us) that this was somcthing ncw to him whcn he had
heard it in Parshischa, though he found this point explicitly explained in
several places. He did not (at that timc) c\ucidatc thc sources, but we have
already traced the root of this principle (as is explained in a numhcr of places).

R. Zadok, and R. Bunim before him, were well aware of the
radical departure which his idea posed. R. Zadok quotes R. Bunim as

admitting that his doctrine was a novum when he first learned it in
Parshischa.
The same point is made with a different emphasis in an earlier
work:
iiiK iyw nn~i i:i:i i'ii:i ,y ;i iiK iii':i w'ii;iw inK ";i i:i:iw i:ii ,:ii yii':i
o;iw ~"YK .'''w;i y:ipw iiiii;i POy plY ,:i ;iii ,:i, :i"nK nin~ Kim .i:,iy:i iiK;i

'r.:inr. ;i,uo 'WlK '''y iiii iii ,:i:i i:'nnDlW iiiiK;i ,:iw ,~, .i:':i,i;ii i:'ltJpnr.

. 'Kiw' ,:i, iiyi:ip ii:i,;i i:'Wyii i:,iy, i:'nin~ i:m iiy i:'r.noi pK 'Kiw'
i:m . . . plY i"y Olli ii ;i,yr. i:;i, w' r."r. i:'ltJp i:'iiinK iiiiiw ~"YK i:i'~,i
i:'pr.yr.:i i:;i r."r. iKr. i:'ltJP i:;iw !l"YK .i:'inK i:'iyw nin~' i:':i,i;ii i:'winr.
.i:'iiWKi, nn~iw i:W~i:i iyw ii:iy i:i:i i:;i ':i .iii'
As is known, whenevcr anyonc understands any matter clearly, the light of that

Gate (of knowledge) becomes open to thc world and is opcn to all, for this is
the principle that God established for all the generations, even though they
continually decline in ahility. For once thcse lights are made available to every
generation by the great ones among thc sagcs of Isracl, thcy arc not scalcd up;
they remain open forever, and become fixed laws for all IsraeL. Therefore, even
though later generations are infcrior (to carlier ones), they nevertheless maintain
their awareness (of knowledge), as dwarfs (on the shoulders of) giants. . . and

they themselves continuc thc proccss of this opening of new Gates. Even though

they themselves are greatly inferior (in comparison to thcir forcbears, their
insights) are mure prufound, for they have already passed through the Gates
opened for the earlicr gcncrations.21

This commonplace of Western thought, that is, the continual
accretion and increase of knowledge in time, is radical in the context
of rabbinic Judaism. As is well known, the dictum of R. Y ohanan is
taken in full seriousness and quite literally: "if the intellectual powers
of the earlier generations can be likened to the entrance to the Ulam

(in the Temple), and that of the later ones to the entrance to the
Hekhal, ours are as the eye of a fine ncedlc;"22 again: "the fingernails

of the early ones arc preferable to the bodies (literally, "bellies") of the
later ones;''23 even more pointedly: "if the former generations were
angels, we are men; if they were human, we are donkeys. "24 This
doctrine served later to nullify, in a practical sense, the rule laid down

in Eduyot i :5, which allows a later court to void the decree of an
6
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earlier one, if it were larger in number and greater in wisdom; the
latter requirement was held to be impossible of fulfillment. While
R. Zadok did not draw any halakhic conclusions from this dramatic
limitation of R. Y ohanan's principle, he definitely held, as must
any follower of Lurianic Kabbalah, to this theory of progressive

revelation.
The stage is now set for a reconstruction of Jewish intellectual
history radically different from the one generally understood as "tradi-

tional." In the latter, the entire system of Halakha was revealed in
minute detail to Moses and continued in force from then on to the
present time, albeit with occasional losses which were, in the main,
restored. Jewish intellectual history thus becomes a tale of degeneration
from the high level attained at Sinai, caused by defects in the system
of transmission. There is a tendency to limit the human contribution
to the development of Torah. R. Zadok's view, on the other hand,
allows much greater room for a dynamic human involvement in the

post-Biblical halakhic process, guided by Divine inspiration.2s

II
According to R. Zadok, Moses's perception of

Torah was unique

to himself, just as his prophetic powers were sui generis. His knowledge

of Torah was not an intcllectual one:
For forty days Moses would learn Torah and forget it, until it was presented to

him as a gift." This is what they said in Menanot (29b), that Moscs did not

understand R. Aqiva's words, and in Midrash Rabba (f:uqat r411, that
R. Aqiva beheld what Moses himself had not.27

Although R. Zadok naturally accepted the Talmud's explicit
statement that attributes to Moses knowledge of the whole T orah"even those innovations which a mature disciple will make (in the
future )"28-he distinguishes-in this case and others-betwecn knowl-

edge and access to it for useful purposes; in the language of medieval
philosophy,29 between "potential" and "actual" knowledge. Thus, while
knowledge of Torah reached its apogee with Moscs, he was later to be
surpassed in some way by R. Aqiva. This is of course in stark contrast

to the regnant view outlined above. Nevertheless, it is not without
midrashic support, as we shall see.
R. Zadok makes the distinction between Moses' (prophetic)
knowledge of Torah and that of the Sages in this way:
Even though "no (prophet) like him arose" (based on Deut. 34: 10), that is from

the point of view of intuitive understanding (mizad hassagato derekh re'iyya),
7
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not intellectual comprchension (hassaga sikhlit), such as those who can
innovate (in Torah have).0

Similarly, he differentiates between Moses' prophecy and that of
the other prophets:

i?ii ;i"lIilUri? i?iJ iÓIu tl'i:iii iJ'lI ;inxi ii" ?:ii !:"li (ni'n i"ri:i) iu"ri:ii . . .
iix;i i:i'ini . . . nm:i:i ini' ;i?ni x';i ni:i'x:i ;iJlli' mlU;iiu ?:i ':i ."i:ini i'''lIi?
. . . .i'iniri . . . nixi? ?i:i' xi;i llUin:i :ilUi';i ?:ix ,:i?õ1 'i'lI ;i;i:m

. . . as is written (Midrash Rabba (iuqat (4)) on the verse, "for all glory has his

eye seen" (Job 28: 10), things that were not revealed to Moses were revealed to
R. Aqiva and his colleagucs. Fur all cumprehension which is of
lesser quality is
greater in quantity. . . . For the strcngth of thc light dims the "vision of the
heart," but he who sits in darkness can see light from afar3!

For Moses, and, by extension, his generation, Torah was still "in
Heaven," and the human intellect was irrelevant to its understanding.
Those who had received the Torah were not destined to be its cultivators. The Talmudic story that Moses, when shown R. Aqiva and his
work, failed to comprehend his lecture, R. Zadok takes literally; it is

crucial to his argument, and he mcntIons it rcpcatedly.32
llUri;iiu ('X YO) niri:i':i ?"llUri:ii ;iim ¡nri nii:i tl?i:i ?lIi!:? ix~' X? ¡"ill tllJxi
õ1im ;iJn'J i:i:iiu '''!:liX ':i U"õ1i "n p nx':i ill xi; tl?ll:i ?lIi!:? tl?i:i nx'~'

õ1,in;i i:ii . . . ;iin 'i:ii:i tl?lIõ1:i niim nm:in tlmx ri"lJ tl?ll:i õ1?i:i n'?mii
?"tlUlJ:ii ,tl'xi,:i? ;i?mniu ;i~,iu . . . ;ilJ:in 'i'lJ ?:i tl?lI;i:i n??i:i x';i :in:i:iiu
"lJXi xn?'lJ x;i XJlJ y~ i''':i:i i'lJxi xn"iix:i 'l'rii X?i 'i'lJ x:i'? (,ll) n'JlIn:i
x';i nlJx n!:lUi n'n'lJx ;ilJ:in xi;iiu ¡r 'IUJ'X 'ilJx, ;iri:in I'ri ?:iiu .'i:i 'IUJ'X
iix? x~i' xiõ1 niinõ1 llUlJõ1:i :i"nx i'i tl?liõ1 Tli:i ?:i;i ?:ix (?:i;i ;iiin:i ;iimi
;ilJ:in i:ii lUinlJ ,nx ?:i 'IUX ni'iii!: mlU!:Jõ1 ?:i '''lIi i'iu,i,i ii,i ii, 'lJ:in '''li
tl'lI:im tl'i!:1O ilU,niu ;ilJ xi;iiu !:"lI:iiu ;iim xii'Jõ1 i;in .iii!::i pi;i ;i'?x ilUx
. . . . iu'n? i'nii i"ni i'lJ?niu ;iri ?X'IU' 'J:i ni:i?r.
,'r.?nõ1 'i:ii ?:i tl'nr.i tl;i:iiu nin",:ii m'JIUr.i x,!:oi 'i!:ii tlõ1 tlni??:i:iiu . . .
inn :i"nxi tl?lIõ1:i tlIUIU i'i .1I,ii:i tl'iiinxi tl'iilUxi tl'i'0i!:;i 'i:i, ?:i nr., i:iiu
. . . .'i?'i inx 'i?'ii 'i?i? lllU!:nr.i
Howcvcr, at the time of
the giving of
the Torah all (areas of
wisdom) werc not
yet in actu (bepo 'aI), as our sages note in Yevamot (62a): the process of bringing

thcm all to maturity in (this) world (will extend) until the time of the Davidic
Mcssiah. That is, although the Torah has already been given and altogcthcr

revealed in rthis world), those areas of esoteric wisdom are (still contained)

within the words of Torah in hiddcn form (behe'elem). . . . Written Torah
includcs in hidden form all types of wisdom. . . which God wishcd to reveal to
(His) creatures, as is stated in Ta 'anit 9a: "there is nothing which is not hinted at
in the Torah," and in Bava Kamma 92: "from where (in the Torah) do we know
that which people say etc. (followcd by various popular proverbs-thus indicating one of the typcs of wisdom alluded to)." All types of wisdom uttered by
people-so long as they arc true-are hinted at in the Torah, but all are hidden
8
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in hints, and only in the course of the generations do they see the light of day
through the sages of each generation and through each individual soul which

reveals the innovations in Torah which have been preparcd for it. This is callcd

"Oral Torah," which is what the sages (soferim) innovate, and which flows
from the hearts of Israel, land this is what the Talmud refers to as) "all that a
mature disciple will in thc futurc innovate (in Torah was rcvcalcd to Moses at
Sinai) (Pe'ah 2:6. see Lev. Rabba 22: 1)33

All that is inherent in Written Torah, was revealed to Moses in
potential form, and to R. Aqiva in actu.
All the words of (that mature) disciple, as found in the halakhic midrashim
formulated in R. Aqiva's school, are hinted at in the words of the Earlier and
Later Authorities, as is known, but there (in the mishnayot and baraitot, they

are) in hidden form, and afterwards they became progressively revealed
(umitpashet begilui), revelation after revelation.J4

Elsewhere,35 R. Zadok explains R. Aqiva's superiority in other
terms. One of R. Zadok's cardinal principles, which will be discussed

below, relates achievement to failure: the latter must precede the
former, and in direct proportion. Moses had not (to this point)
stumbled, i.e., sinned; moreover, though the most humble of men
(Num. 12:3), he lacked something of the humility of R. Aqiva, who
was descended from proselytes. These factors, by this rule of inversion

(which, we note in passing, is of profound psychological significance),
prevented him from understanding R. Aqiva's lecture.

The term "Oral Torah" in R. Zadok's work should sometimes be
transmission rather than the
content of that which is transmitted. This will enable us to reconcile
understood as referring to the method of

an apparent contradiction in R. Zadok's discussion of the nature of

Moses' comprehension of Oral Torah. While in most places he calls
attention to Moses' failure as the prophet-in contrast to the sage-to

follow R. Aqiva's reasoning, elsewhere36 he sees in Moses the quin-

tessential sage. Thus, we may say that as far as the content of his
learning goes, Moses was privy to all Oral Torah and is thus to be
classified as a sage, but the means of transmission to him was prophetic
and not intelleetual. Even his analytic ability as applied to Torah
(pi/put) was of heavenly origin,37 and this he passed on to Joshua and
the Elders.

With Samuel and the prophets, however (see below), the old

flight from responsibility returns, one which devalues the pilpulistic

lifeblood (in the positive, Talmudic sense) of Torah in favor of
prophecy.
In R. Zadok's system, two modes of acquiring knowledge are

counterposed; they cannot easily coexist. These two are the prophetic
and the intellectuaL. By rejecting, or attempting to reject, the discipline
9
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of the Oral Torah, the Israelites were opting perforce for the second
mode, prophecy. The conflict between prophecy and the human intcllect began at the vcry start of Torah, at Sinai.
It is the very human disinclination to take responsibility for one's
decisions which necessitated a coercive aspect to Mattan Torah. The
Talmud represents this symbolically by describing God as suspending
Mount Sinai over the Israelites in threat. R. Zadok, following Midrash
Tanhuma (see below), explains this as refcrring to their grudging
acceptancc of the Oral Torah, which requires great mental effort to
the Wilderness and subsequent ones were unwilling to make such an effort. R. Zadok's proofmaster and to extend.38 The Generation of

text is Tanhuma:39
Israel did not accept the Torah until the Holy One, blessed be He, suspended

the Mount (over their hcads) like a roof, as Scripture statcs: "Thcy stood
beneath (beta1:tit, at the bottom, interpreted as 'in the underside of) the mount."

Said R. Dimi b. Hama, "The Holy One, blessed be He, said to Israel: if you
accept the Torah, good; if not, your burial ground will be herc." And if you

say, it was on account of (their reluctance to accept) the Written Torah (that)
he suspended the mount on them, . . . did they not all answcr "wc will do and
obey"? (This ready acceptance of Written Torah came) because therc is no
effort and pain (attendant on its study), and it is (relatively) smalllin extent).

1\0, rather, he thrcatcncd them on account of (their reluctancc to accept) the
Oral Torah, which contains details of
the commandments, light and sevcrc; it is
strong as death and its zeal is strong as She'ol (bascd on Song of Songs 8:6).

Given this natural reluctance of Adamic man, we can easily
understand R. Zadok's interpretation of the ill-fated mission of the
spies. The spies' mission to Canaan was initiated by Moses, with
God's reluctant concurrence. R. Zadok sees this as representing Moses'
wish to initiate the era of the Oral Torah par excellence, a task which,

as we shall see, was actually accomplished by the Men of the Great
Assembly. In R. Zadok's system, the Land of Israel is the place of
Oral Torah, which, in contrast to the Written one, has a direct relevance to life in a natural mode. The changeover from the manna of
the desert to agricultural products thus represents the attempt to pass
from the regime of Written Torah to that of the Oral one. That the
spies' mission proved in the end abortive represents the failure of
Moses' efforts. But because of his spiritual stature, Moses' command

to the spies became itself part of Written Torah, and his wish to
initiate the era of Oial Turah was fulfilled, at least in part and for a
time, through his disciple Joshua.40
Elsewhere, R. Zadok traces the beginnings of Oral Torah to the
Book of Deuteronomy, which was composed by God's agent, Moses,
with His agreement.41 Deuteronomy is, of course, the Mishneh Torah,

"reprise of Torah," and a reinterpretation and restatement of Exodus

io
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and Numbers, with additions and supplementary material, quite in

the rolc if not in the style of the Oral Torah. This implantation of the
roots of Oral Torah in Israel was only a partial success. Though

R. Zadok does not explicitly make this point, we may nevertheless
see this in the very fact that Deuteronomy was written down, and
became part of the Written Torah.

Another incident illustrates the struggle between prophecy and
intellect during the period following Moses' death. According to the
Talmud,42 many halakhot were lost with Moses' death, and the Israelites came to Joshua to demand that he restore them by means of the
Urim veTumim, which were actuated by prophetic inspiration. Joshua

refused to accede to their demand, and eventually the lost halakhot
were restored by Otniel b. Kenaz in a way which prefigured the
restoration, or rather, the establishment, of the Oral Torah in the
Second Temple period; that is, he derived them from the Written
Torah by the use of his intellectual acuity (pi/put) guided by divine

inspiration. Otniel represents the sage as contrastcd to the prophet,
and evcry true sage has a modicum of prophetic inspiration to direct
his intellectual endeavors. One of R. Zadok's favorite proof-texts is
Nahmanides' comments on TB Bava Batra l2a, wherein the latter
concludes that. the sage is superior to the prophet for just this reason.
Nevertheless, the sage's understanding has one defect that rendered

it all but contemptible in the eyes of the Israelites-the sage lacked
the absolute certainty which prophecy alone could give. Prophecy
partakes of some of the features of Holy Writ: it provides knowledge
which is absolutely true. As such, however, it is ultimately unsuited to

this world of falsehood. According to R. Zadok, moreover, the
prophet's knowledge extends only to particular cases; only the sage
can derive general principles which can be applied to all ages and cases.
It was absolute certainty which won the day after Otniels time.
Samuel inaugurated the era of prophecy, and the use of the intellect

fell into disfavor. With the ready availability of prophecy and
prophets-twice six hundred thousand-it was easier for an inquirer
to resort to a prophet for legal or personal advice than to a sage.
"i1IÒ 7xiw':i IX "i1W m':iw '17'11 i1X1:ili Y!lW rix!l~ ~"~ :J1 lJ'~:in 1'i1W !l"YX1
l'XW l"i11Yi1 iy~ i17!lX1 rip!l10~ i1Wi1 i1t ':i lJ17:i7 mYY~ i1~:in iii i11Wi1 :iWi1
7Y 'i:i'W1i lJ':iwn~:i (,i:i) I'iimo:i 1i~x :J"yi ri'ri'~x i11Wi1 X'i1 lJX lJ'ir1'

¡m:i 1m1 .lJ7Yi11 7!l1Xi1 iyl: ri~Xi1 l'Wi17 !l"Y:JW1r ri~:m 7:J 1i111 .'7:i:J im7ri
lJ':Jwn~ 7W m1Wi17 lJ'oi:Ji 1'i1 X7 7xiw':i i1i'::Wi1 rixiWi1 "i1W ¡m:i 7:iX lJ7Yi'i'
'7y:i i:i7~ lJ'iy~ 'XY1':J lJ'7!l:J lJ'x':ii 1'i1i i1xi:i !l"Y i11i1ii1i1 7:J IX "i1 ':J 77:J

7:J 7:iX .(,i' i17'm) i1:iri:Ji X7 min7 i1:J'iy X7W i1X1:iiw X7X i,y'w I'X7 p"i111
.lJ'x':ii !l"Y "i1 i1YW '!l7i i11i1i1i1

Even though they (the prophets) were sages as well, nevertheless, intellectual
means of perception were considered as naught" in comparison with the
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overwhelming plenitude of prophecy and revelation which existed in Israel at

that time. For lintellectual understanding) is subject to doubt and dimness
because of its origin in this world; its truth cannot be determined. It is for that
reason that (the Talmud (TB Sanh. 24a) applies) to the Babylonian Talmud

(the verseJ: "He sat me down in darkness." All the wisdom of Oral Torah
(consists) of apprehending truth from darkness and hiddenness. But that applies
to a time of hiddenness, but in the cra of the indwelling of the Divine Presence
in Israel, the (Israelites) did not condescend to perception through darkness at
all, for all guidance (of public and private affairs) was in accordance with the
(command) of the prophets. For thcre wcrc twicc 600,OQO prophets (alive

during the Biblical periodl, aside from others without number who were divinely

inspired. (We do not hcar of them 1 because prophccy not nccded for future
generations was not writtcn down erB MegiUah 14a). All dccisions for that
time (lesha 'a as opposed to ledorot, for future generations as well) were made
by prophets44

We have discussed elsewhere45 the halakhic problems such a view

of the Biblical period brings in its wake, and have substantiated the
fact that this view is indeed R. Zadok's. Our concern here is rather
with the next step in the process of the education of Israel: the establishment of the Oral Torah, and the union of these two modes of
acquiring reliable knowledge: prophecy and intellectual endeavor, a
union which yields a Torah more at home in an imperfect world.
While for R. Zadok reliable knowledge comes not from the intellect,
but from divine, prophetic or mystical illumination, such knowledge
is at odds with the falseness of this world. Only the mediation of the
human intellect can provide the requisite guidance, at least when the
intellect itself is aided by that inspiration. The Biblical period had
prophecy, in the main; human reason could not come into its own
until the cessation of prophecy, after the Babylonian Exile.
IV

The neglect of Oral Torah throughout the era of prophecy had grave
consequences. R. Zadok takes literally Neh. 8: 14-17, which describes the

returned exiles' celebration of the Sukkot holiday:
They found written in the Torah that God had commanded Moses that the
Israelites must dwell in sukkut during the festival of the seventh month. . . . The

whole community returned from cxilc made sukkot and dwclt in sukkot-for
the Israelites had not done so from the days of Joshua son of Nun to that
day-and there was great rejoicing.

Torah was thus completely forgotten during the exile, at least on
the part of the common folk.
iO!JJ Y'T:W ir.:J l'x:Ji 'O!JJ õl7nn n1'õl7 n':JõI:J Xiõ ':Ji 7:J ni7iõ ':J yi,'i

iY õlr.ixõI 77:J:J OÕLr. ;iinõl ',r.17 n:JWJ ni71:J pi .n'r.y' O'l) Y'X:J
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It is known that (at) conception a thing miist first be in a decayed state (nifsad)

and as nothing; just as the seed in the earth before it sprouts. So in the
(Babylonian) Exile, thc Torah was completely forgotten (nishkan legamrei)

from the generality of the :\ation, to the point of (its having to) discover (anew)

the (commandmcnt) to make sukkot-for they knew nothing of this. Even
though their hearts wcrc faithful to God, nevertheless the study of Torah was
as though in hibernation'6

It was at this low ebb, in accordance with the principle of Darkness

before Light (see below) that the Oral Law had its first "flowering."
The Men of the Great Assembly ruled by virtue of thcir mastery of
the Oral Torah; that is, they not only mastered it intellectually, but

they exercised authority over and through it. And, in contrast to the
prophets, they raised true disciples, who attained maturity only through
their discipleship.47 It was at that point that the emphasis on proper
methods of transmission of Torah became important.
:iri:i:i o.,r.ix, 'XIV" X"X !l"y:iiv o,.,:iii ;¡!l 'x ;¡!l ;¡,:iP;¡ l"IV ;¡x,;¡i o;¡r.i . . .
.;¡!l 'x ;¡m:i ;¡,:ip:i X?X o:in;¡ :i?:iiv riri'r.x;¡ )'IV;¡' X"XIV (:0 I'll'))

And from then on oral tradition became relevant (shayyakh), (and the rule
that) "oral traditions may not be written down"

(Gittin 60b) (came into force),

for it is impossible to.comprchcnd thc truth in a sage's heart except by oral
transmission.48

This last statement regarding the importance of oral teaching

requires elaboration. It is only God Who can write a Word that
retains its freshness; mortals can transmit their ideas accurately only

through thc medium of the spoken word-the deadening effect of
writing leads to distortion. In speech a man can communicate by
gesture and intonation; in writing thcse arc lost.
ir:iivnr.i inir.:iiv ;¡r.:in;¡ ri,ir;¡ p., xi;¡ ;¡:i'ri:i:i ':i .,i:i'i, ;¡:i'ri:i I':i ,i:i;¡ . . .
immri .,i:ii;¡ ri:i'x '!l:i .,i:ii:i ;¡')J ;¡iv :i,:iiv õT':i;¡ ri?ir;¡ xi; .,i:i',,;¡ ,:ix
~piri:i .,:iir. oxi :i,;¡ ¡r. o'xyi' ox 0,.,:i1:i ;¡.,:i;¡ IV'IV yii':i ,i:i,:iiv ;¡r. i'?y .,:i'J
. . . m:i:in:i p" iv:ii,r. ;¡:i'ri:i:i :i"XIVr. . . . oy:i:i ,rini:i ix
The difference bctwccn writing and speech (consists of this): writing reveals the
mind's knowledge (nokhmah) and thought, while speech discloses the under-

standing of the heart. The latter is indicated by the character of the speech;
from the gestures (of the speaker) one may discern his intent, whether he
speaks with sincerity, whether vehemently or quietly or angrily. . . in contrast
to writing, which expresses knowledge (but not understanding of the heart)'9

This idea is to some cxtent parallel to Maimonides' short discussion of the disadvantages of written transmission in the Guide,50 in
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which he notes that it leads to misunderstanding and misinterpretation.

Both he and R. Zadok see oral transmission, which depends on the
personal involvement of student and teacher, as the more reliable

method. Thus, "it is impossible to comprehend the truth in a sage's
heart except by oral transmission."
The one exception R. Zadok allows to this rule is in the written
transmission of Torah. The regulations concerning the writing of the

Pentateuch he considers as guarding and preserving its freshness and
life; and the Divine origin of the Oral Torah in general insures some
semblance of freshness to it now that it too has become, of necessity,
a sort of written Torah.
This aspect of the work of the Great Assembly is extremely

important, for it is primarily as legislators that R. Zadok sees them.
The phrase hatnalat Torah shebe'al peh ("beginning of the Oral
Torah") which nearly always accompanies any mention of

them in his

writings, is also found with a description of their task as yissud Torah
shebe 'al peh, the "establishment of Oral Torah." He cites T J Sheqalim
5: 1 which refers to the ordinances which the Great Assembly made.51

Moreover, as we have already notcd above, he emphasizes in his
description of the state of Oral Torah during its eclipse that
!l")1 tl'imnr. i';ii '1m7 tl;i7 1"1)1 ;i10lJ iÒ tli1Y11J ;i17:ip iÒw 1m 7:J1 . . .
:i i'r. :in:J:i 7:m tl'x':ii

As long as thcy did not accept rOral Torah) willingly, it was not yet handed
over to them entirely, and they conducted themselves through prophets, "all in
writing by God's hand."52

R. Zadok, following Tanhuma Noan 3, understands the Talmudic
interpretation of Esther 9:27, "they fulfilled and accepted": "(that is)
they fulfilled that which they had already (at Sinai) accepted"53-as
the
Oral Torah in the time of Esther and Mordechai (the latter is counted
as one of the Great Assembly), the power to legislate for all times and
situations, to establish precedents, was given to them. But this became
possible in its fullest sense only with the end of prophecy. While the
loss of Moses and the high degree of divine inspiration which he had
attained threw the Israelites on their own resources, we see that they
had not yet progressed enough spiritually to assume the responsibility
referring to Oral Torah. Now, with the full-hearted acceptance of

which the Oral Torah's decision-making procedures required. Prophecy

was called upon to fill the gap. With the spiritual gains following in
the wake of the salvation represented by the Purim miracle, which

came at the end of a period of decline and assimilation, the Jews, as
we may now call them, were spiritually invigorated and able to accept
the discipline of the Oral Torah.
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The spiritual decline which preceded the rise of Haman is bound
up with R. Zadok's great theme of "Darkness and Light."54 The

universe exists in a state of dynamic equilibrium; the systole! diastole

of the beating of Israel's heart is in tune with the pulsations of the
spiritual universe. Darkness prcceded light, historically, in Creation;
the enslavement in Egypt preceded the giving of the Torah. This
process operates not only historically, but in the spiritual, psychological

and intellectual realms. "Noone has a true understanding of the
words of Torah until he 'stumbles' over them first"55-the path to true

and thorough knowledge must be prepared by the exploration of
blind alleys. Not only must darkness precede light, but the intensity of

the light that follows is determined by the darkness which comes
before. Failure is the breeding-ground of success; light acquires mean-

ing only against a backdrop of darkness. A rcpcntant sinner can
achieve that which a perfectly righteous man cannot.6
There is yet more to this process. The elimination of obstacles
carries with it an "opportunity cost." A child never challenged never
learns to deal with challenge. When, with the best of intentions, the
men of the Great Assembly nullified the inclination to idolatry, great
opportunities for spn-itual gains were lost, among them the light of
prophecyY This loss, in turn, led to further gains. The Talmud interprets Esther 9:27: qiyyemu veqibbelu, "they undertook and irrevocably

obligated themselves," as referring to a renewed acceptance of
Torah.5s With this renewed acceptance and the defeat of Haman's
machinations, a new era began.
R. Zadok understands this renewed acceptance as including in
particular the Oral Torah, that Torah only reluctantly agreed to at
Sinai. With this willing acceptance of the burden of responsibility or
human decision-making came the explosive development of the Oral
Torah, the great extension of the Halakha to all areas of life by means
of gezerot and seyagim, the "protective fencing" of the laws of the
Written Torah.59 The Torah now passed into the hands of the sages,
and with it, the leadership of IsraeL.
n"'w;i pinr. tinir. ti:i? mw;i '''ll '''):ii ?lIiw' 'r.:in iwinw ;ir. 1I';i ~"ii:iwini
. . . .tinir. ti:i? tiiyr.y '~:i n"'w;i ti;i? p?nw ;iiw;i;i lIi;ii
Oral Torah is what the sages of Israel and Keneset Yisra'el innovatcd by thcir

own perception of heart and mind of the will of God, and that is the under-

standing that God apportioned to them according to the limits of their
capacity,60

It is instructive to contrast R. Zadok's later views as presented
here with those of his youth. In his strictures on Abravanel's temerity

in expressing his disagreement with Talmudic sources on the question
of the authorship of the Book of .T oshua, he writes:
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Thc sages, apart from their personal stature, wcre (in addition) the heirs of an
unbroken tradition stretching from Moses to Rav Ashi, as is set out in detail in
Maimonides' Introduction (to the Mishneh Turald and therefore they understood all these things properly. . . the truth cannot bc displaced by intellectual

hypothesizing (qushyot sikhliyut)61

Most significantly, he then proceeds to employ the Talmudic

account of that "mature disciple" as a paradigm of the relative uselessness of intellect against tradition. This is in stark contrast to his
use of this story in his later works in which this incident is interpreted
in the opposite fashion,62 as showing how the eternal Torah can yet
incorporate within itself radically new interpretations which themselves
then become part of it (see below).

There was yet a further, major stage in the history of the
acceptance of Oral Torah. With the completion of the Babylonian

Talmud, and its reduction to written form, came the same mystical
linkage of each Jewish soul to Oral Torah as to Written Torah.63 In

kabbalistic terms, just as each soul has its root in a letter or stroke of
Written Torah, so too, with the promulgation of the Babylonian

Talmud, did each soul find its root in its words. Moreover, with its
appearance in written form came the Oral Torah's inclusion in the
Written one.

The process did not end here. Each successive effort of codification

of Oral Law added to the Written Torah, and each code, as it became
part of Written Torah, generated still more layers of innovation in
Oral Torah. In practical terms, each portion of Oral Torah as it was
reduced to writing generated new commentaries whose authors

approached the newly incorporated work as the sages of Oral Torah

had approached the original Written Torah. Thus, if we may be
permitted to draw out the line ofreasoning a step further, the Amoraim
applied to Mishnah methods similar to their creative reinterpretation

(derasha) of Written Torah, the Rishonim continued the process on
Talmud as a whole, and the Aharonim used the works of the Rishonim

as a point of departure and treated them the same way. And the
process continues apace. Progressive revelation continues through

the medium of sage and text.

v
What are the sources for R. Zadok's revisionist history of the
Oral Torah? Most have already been discussed. They include Tanhuma
Noan, TB Menanot 29a, Shabbat 88a, TJ Sheqalim 5:1, and Num.
Rabba ljuqat 4. But his basic text is not Talmudic at alL. In several
places64 he paraphrases Pirkei Hekhalot:65
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Even though the Divine Prcscnce did not rest on the Second Temple, nevcrtheless the basic manifestations of Torah and its glory occurred only during the
Second Temple period. They would not agree to build (the Templc) again
without God's promise to reveal the secrets of the Torah to them.

"The secrets of the Torah" R. Zadok identifies with Oral Torah,
and its "founders" he sees in the men of the Great Assembly. As he
puts it still elsewhere:
riipri rii'n;¡ ?:i 'io"r. O;¡IV . . . )";¡i:i 'lVixr. rx ?'nri;¡ !l"lI:iiv ;¡iir iio' ip'lIi
. . . )";i:iixr. X';¡ !l"lI:iiv ;¡iiri iir.'? ri?iv?iv ?:iiv ,o'iir.'?;¡i riivii;¡ ?:ii o'r.:in
;¡:i'ri:i;¡ ;¡ioxii ¡im oriOJ iii irix riri'r.:i ':i . . . o'x':ii; 'iiinx i';¡ iii;¡ irix:ii

xi;¡iv !l"lIxi . . . ;¡iir 'i:ii:i xi;¡iv ;¡?:ip 'i:ii ri:i'ri:i m pO!l ':i ,;¡iir 'i:ii?
. . . .ri?)ri;¡;¡ 'lpiri xi;¡ p O?li;¡;¡ 'lpiri '!l:ii . . . iri' ri?)ri;¡ xm O?li;¡

The basic founding of Oral Torah began then with the men of the Great
Assembly. . . who established all the gezerot and takkanot of the Sages, and all

the derashut and teachings derived from Torah (limmudim), for the whole
chain of tradition of teaching the Oral Torah is from (thcm). . . . In that
generation lived thc last prophets. . . for with the demise of that generation

prophccy was stopped up and the writing of the Torah became forbidden, just
as was the writing of prophecy. . . . Even though this is a typc of conccalment,
it led to greater revelation. . . . for according to the strength of the concealmcnt
is thc strength of the revelation.66

The institution of non-prophetic methods of arriving at halakhic
decisions led eventually to greater revelations. This is because prophecy, though surer in result, is nevertheless seriously limited in directions
which the human intellect is free to explore. The prophet can perceive
only what he is shown; he cannot use his revelation to achieve greater

insights (medammeh milta lemilta). Thus, as noted above, prophecy
cannot provide general rules to govern future eventualities.

We have seen the sources on which R. Zadok based his reconstruction of the history of Oral Torah. But what were the considerations which impelled him to undertake so radical a reconstitution of
traditional views? Nowhere does R. Zadok state them, but to the
present writer two seem of particular weight:

1. According to TB Yoma 9b, the First Temple was destroyed
because of the prevalence of the three cardinal sins, i.e., murder,
incest and idolatry, but the Second Temple period was one of Torah
study. Despite the conviction of the Slobodka Musar school that
idolatry was an exception to the general piety of the First Temple

period, R. Zadok apparently could not accept such a view of human
nature. The prevalence of idolatry is evidenee of a widespread and
thoroughgoing rejection of those values later to be seen as typifying
the Second Temple era.
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2. The obvious tension between prophet and sage, and their
divergent means of achieving true insight, precludes the subsuming of
the former with thc class of the latter. If the Biblical period was the
era of prophecy, this must indicate, again, a rejection of the workings

of the Oral Torah.
These two considerations suffice to cast a new light on the religious
character of the First Commonwealth; once this step is taken, it is
relatively easy to date the promulgation of the Oral Torah to the

period of the end of prophecy.
This turning point in the history of Torah had another dimension:
the tentative nature of Oral Torah, which is represented by darkness

in contrast to the light of prophecy, due both to the doubt which
accompanies it ("it is impossible to reach clarity in innovations of
Torah, that one side or another of a question will not have its own
justifications"67) and to other, Kabbalistic reasons. It is also associated

with the darkness of Exile. While R. Zadok does not go into the
reasons for this association, we may speculate that the Oral Torah is
particularly suited to the problems faced in Israel's exile. It requires
the use of the human intellect to adapt Halakha to new conditions
and challenges; it enhances the human element in Torah, which
prophecy stifled, and in this way purifies it.6s With it, God's Torah
can become man's: "Said Rava, 'First it is called God's, and at the end
(when the student has mastered it) it is called his.'''69

We should at this point make mention of one of R. Zadok's
grand themes, that of zeh le'ummat zeh: parallel development.
According to this, there are similarities between processes operating
in Israel and in the Nations. To reverse a popular Yiddish proverb, vi
s'yidelt zich, azoi kriselt es zich: as the Jews, so the Gentiles. In this
instance, with the Great Assembly's work, which initiated a period of
explosive growth and acceptance of the Oral Torah, came the matu-

ration of Greek philosophy,7° as represented by Aristotle. Just as the
roots of Oral Torah are to be sought in Moses' prophecy, so the

origin of Greek Wisdom is found in Balaam's, whose status as the
greatest Gentile prophet is equated in the Midrash with Moses' as the
greatest Jewish prophet. 71 Greek Wisdom is identified with Edom;72
Edom in turn is related to Amalek, and Amalek to Haman the Agagite

(i.e., midrashically, he is descended from Agag, King of Amalek,
whom Saul slew).73 Thus both Purim and Hanukkah in R. Zadok's
thought share this theme of the flowering of Oral Torah and of Greek,

or Amalekite, Wisdom. Had Adam not sinned, all humanity would
be heirs to the Torah, and there would be no need for Oral Torah or
Wisdom; all would be understood equally by all.4 At any rate, Balaam,
Moses' equal in prophetic power, represents the root of Greek Wisdom
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which, though in essence false, issuing as it does from man's animal
appetites,75 nevertheless contains kernels of truth.76
R. Zadok's writings are replete with repetitions which are seldom
considered in exactly the same manner. A statement will often be
given a different weight and nuance in the differing contexts in which
it is found. Our survey may seem too schematic, and, by attempting
to give a complete account, hides something of the protean nature of
his work. For example, at various times R. Zadok connects the

beginning of Oral Torah-hatnala-with the incidents of the Golden
Calf,77 the spies,7S Moses' composition of Deuteronomy,79 Joshua's
compilation of his book,80 or even with Solomon's time.sl He even
refers to the flowering (hitpashtut) of Oral Torah during the days of
Rav and Samuel with the laying of the foundation of the Babylonian
Talmud.s2 Most often he refers to the initial flowering as occurring
during the time of the Great Assembly, with the cessation of prophecy.

And, as we have seen, this dovetails with his important principle of
light and darkness. Thus we may see these temporary flowerings as
part of a cyclical process, the "sine-curve" of human creativity. Each
flowering was followed by a decline, until the major surge which
resulted in the Babylonian Talmud, and the process will find its final
culmination in Messianic times, when the Torah of this world will be
accounted as "vanity" when contrasted with "that of the World to
Come."83

With all this in mind we can easily account for lack of halakhic
rules and decisions in the prophetic books, and why the worlds of the

prophet and sage seems so distant. According to R. Zadok, each
decision was rendered separately, and applied only to the case at
hand; no precedents were set, no rules handed down. When such
heavenly certainty gave way to the uncertainties of the human intellect
as manifested in Oral Torah, each principle had to be painfully estab-

lished. Each case was investigated in its manifold aspects, and,
naturally, disputes multiplied,84 R. Zadok interprets the Talmudic

statement, "On occasion, the nullification of Torah is itself its establishment,"S5 as follows: What may seem obfuscation is merely the
only practical, human way available for attaining a truer understanding

of matters, since it is by dialectical means that all aspects of the
problem under discussion are brought out. This task the Tannaim
began and the Amoraim continued; it continues to our day and beyond,

until Torah will reach its ultimate fulfillment and all will stand
revealed.
'''y iir.'71/:i !l"y:i1/ ;i,imi 7:i ii7in;i 71/ ir.m xi;i i";iiy 'r.' 7:i, ,,'nY7 ";i' 1:ii
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And so it will bc in thc future, for the duration of this world is the time of the
revelation of all the Oral Torah in its entirety by the sages of Israel in every
gencration, cach onc in accord with his portion (in Torah), until thè generation
of the Messiah whcn all will be revealed, and Death will be pestroyed forever.
(This revelationl will not be as that of

the giving of

the Torah (at Sinai), which

was only tcmporary, for it could be corrupted by sin afterwards. But (in the
future) it will not (bc susc.cptible) to corruption, for the evil inclination will be
destroyed. . . and then the world will return to its pristine state as before
Adam's sin, and the whole Oral Torah will be included in thc Writtcn onc.
. . . Therefore, "they will not teach each other (war, i.e., the cut and thrust of
Talmudic debate, see Is. 2:4) . . . for there will be no need to teach Torah
orally (as a) master to a disciple-for all of them will have (the necessary)

knowledge.56

May we all live to see that day!

ADDENDUM

The radical nature of R. Zadok's conceptions is readily apparent.
R. Yitzhak Hutner, for whom R. Zadok was a constant inspiration,
felt constrained to modify the outline presented here in significant
ways,S7 though still implicitly allowing for halakhic progress. This
was particularly striking in a talk he gave during Hanukkah 5740,
though in private he cautioned against the use of the word 'development' in certain contexts.

As for R. Zadok, uncertainty plays a positive role in Jewish
thought. The Tannaim, prompted by the uncertainties and ambiguities

of the Torah they received, were constrained to clarify them. For
R. Zakok this was linked to the end of prophecy; R. Hutner dates this
to the aftermath of the Greek Wars of the Hasmoneans. The earlier

system of transmission of Oral Torah was one which emphasized
anonymous transmissions, kelal Yisrael Torah, .The system which

succeeded it, which continues day to our own day, he dubs perat
nefesh mi- Yisrael Torah, individual Torah; it requires the citation of
sources. The individual thus has a stake in Torah. This change

R. Hutner relates to the cducational purposc ofthc Hanukkah lights,
that is, to strengthen each Jew's personal commitment to Torah, in
order to prepare the coming generations to meet the challenges of

Exile. Most important for our purposes, this can be seen, in the
context of R. Hutner's presentation, as an elcvation to a superior
system, for he interprets Bava Kamma 61a to indicate that anonymity
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of sources was itself a punishment, while "he who quotes a statement
by name brings redemption to the world. "ss Thus, while addressing

himself to the historical dimensions of our problem, he makes a place
the Oral Torah in early Jewish
history.

for the transmission-anonymously-of

In a posthumously published letter,89 R. Hutncr dealt with a
correspondent's query regarding the contradiction between Pahad
Yi:?hak, Hanukkah, n. 3, which speaks of forgetfulness as part of the

proccss of refining Israel's understanding of Torah, and Maimonidcs'
Introduction to the Commentary on the Mishnah,90 in which the

latter denies vehemently that possibility. R. H utncr answers by distinguishing between a lowering of the level of learning in general
(hamadrega bel:iokhmat ha Torah), which he defines as the subject of
his original ma'amar, or, in other words, "the loss of (proper)

methodology in Torah-study" (shikhf:at darkhei ha'iyyun vehalikhot

hamaf:shava bef:okhmat haTorah), while, according to him, Maimon-

ides denies only the role of forgetfulness in the loss of particular
halakhot. But this distinction is contradicted by the thrust of the talk
referred to above.
R. Hutner's conception is thus a hybrid of R. Zadok's view and
that expressed in Talmudic sources. It may lose something of the

power of R. Zadok's system in the process, for the Greek War was
hardly as disruptive as was the Babylonian Exile; moreover, the role
of the Great Assembly becomes problematic. On the other hand, his

view narrows the gap between the beginning of the reign of the Oral
Torah and the consequent increase in disputes, a gap which extends
over several centuries in R. Zadok's construction. (This gap might be
bridged by R. Zadok's simile of the seed and flower in speaking of the
growth ofthc Oral Torah. The germination might havc taken centuries.
But, as noted above, such painstaking literalness is false to R. Zadok's
conception.)
R. Hutner also adapted and modified R. Zadok's view regarding

the cessation of prophecy and proposed an entirely different mechanism to account for that cessation.91 The tendency to idolatry, according to him, was intimately connected with a quality which had its
positive side: acceptance of authority (qabbalat a/-in this case, sheqer,
"falsehood") and obedience. This willingness, which at times led the
Israelites to an acecpt;incc of idolatry or idolatri:is practices, also
served to motivate them to accept prophetic reproof with some tolerance. Thus they merited the presence in their midst of prophets and
prophecy.
In line with Maimonides' principle-presumably R. Hutner here

refers to MT Hi/khat De'ot 2:2-that the suppression of one quality
which is carried to an unhcalthy extreme involves the overemphasis
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of its contrary, with the forced removal of this inclination to obedience

came an increase of skepticism and antinomian tendencies (periqat
oT). This led to the subsequent increase of heretical sects and the

end of prophecy; people would no longer accept prophetic rebuke.
The artificiality of this conception is patent. Biblically, the

Israelites were ever and anon a "stiff-necked people," the prophets

were not heeded and often found themselves in danger; the Jews of
the Second Commonwealth wcrc more malleable. But R. Hutner's
ingenious rearrangement of R. Zadok's system docs serve to highlight

its radical nature.
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NOTES
i. Avol 1:1.

2. TB Gii. 6Gb, based on Ex. 34:27.
3. losef. SOl. 14:9; sce TB 501. 47b and TB Hul. 7a.
4. Tosef 501. 14:9, Tosef. Hag. 2:9; see III 501. 47h, ILL Sanh. 88b; T J Sanh. 1:4 includes

the words "their masters" explicitly"~
5. losef. Hag. 2:8, IJ Hag. 2:2.

6. Ad TB SOl. 47b s.v. misherayu zehufiei haley.
7. See Rashi ad TB H.M. 33b s.v. biymel.

8. See Tosef. ed. Lieberman, Nashim II, pp. 237-38, and n. 3 above.
9. Scc TJ Shabo 1:4, whcre halakhic dcbatc lcd to bloodshed.

10. This apparent change in human nature may then he linked to Hellenization. This theory
was proposed by R. Zadok haKohen, whose views on u kiiidred subject we shull diseu,"

below. However, whatever their exact parameters and implications, these passages are
clearly concerned wiih the moral decline preceding the Destruction. Whether or iiol uur

interpretation of these statements is correct, the possibility remains that, though not
originally intended as historical statements, these passages can be viewed as providing a
solution to the historical problems we have raised. Doubt and dispute may have arisen
through a (culturally-induced?) change in the Jewish "national character." The problem
with this approach is that, by all accounts, the Jews of that time were more given to those
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"classic" manifestations of Jewish religious sensibility than their ancestors; see TB Yoma
9a, and the Addendum.

1 i. Tosef. Hag. 2:9, ed. Lieberman, Mo 'ed, p. 3R3; see IB Sanh. 88b.
12. TB A.Z. 8a.
13. It is possible to understand "at first"' as referring to the time during which the Sanhedrin's

authority was unimpaired by any disputes between its members which would make the
Torah "as two." Hut if so, the diagnosis reduces itself once again to a lack of thorough
education, and not the absence of a central authority. The long description of the appeals
process seems to point to a climax such as the following: "but now that there is no central
authority which may be appealcd to, disputes have multiplied." This has becn replaced
by the apothegm from losef. Sotah.
14. MT Hi/khat Mamrim 1:4.
15. TB Git. 60b, based on Ex. 34:27; see T J Meg. 4: i.
16. See Rashi ad TB B. M. 33b s.v. biymei.

17. For a discussion of this prohlem, see the writer's "Reb Zadok Hakohen of L.ublin on
Prophecy in the IIalakhic Process" in B. S. Jackson, ed., Jewish Law Association Studies:

The Touro Conference Volume (Chico, California: Scholars Pre", 1985), pp. 1-16.
18. The books with which we wil he primarily concerned in the following are these: Peri
ladik, 5 volumes (I.ublin 5661-94) (hereafter PZj; lidqat lIa;adiq (Lublin, 5662, repr.

Bnei Brak Yahadut, 5733, but the best edition is lidqat Ha;adiq Hamale. Jerusalem:
"A" Publisher. 5728) (hereafter ZHj; Resisei Laylah (Lublin, 5663, repr. Bnei Brak:
Yahadut, 5727) (hereafter RL); Mahshevei lJaru; (Pietrikov, 5672, repr. Bnei Brak:
Yahadut, 5727) (hereafter MHj; Divrei Sorerim (Lublin, 5673, repr. Bnei Brak; Yahadut,

5733) (hereafter DSj, Liqqutei Ma'amarim. repr. Bnei Brak, n.d. (hereafter LMj,
Responsa Tiferet levi 2 vols. (Bilgoray, 5669, repr. Bnei Brak: Yahadut, 5727); Zikkaron

Larishonim (hereafter ZL), published in Sinai 5707, 1-25, from a copy made by
Rabbi David Alter, apparently in Lublin. Prof. S. Z. Leiman has kindly provided the
following hibliographical information on its later publication history: it was reprinted in

F. Gartenhaus, Eshel Hagedolim (I\ew York, 1958), as an appendix. 1-25, and in
H. Y. D. Azulai, Shem lIagedolim Hashalem (Jerusalem, 1979),11, Appendix, 2-25.
19. The translation of nequdai hal.iayyim shebalev as "understanding and appreciation of
truth" may be questioned. Hm.....ever, the context assures this interpretation. R. Zadok
continues: "and this is the great hope (vouchsafed to the Jews) in Exile. . . for all is for
good in order to (allow them) to merit the light a/the Messiah and the Oral Torah which
will bc revealed through him." Furthermore, RI., p. 155a, has: "(one's) life-force (bayyuto)
in this world (corresponds) to the measure of his recognition of His truth, blcsscd be He"
and further, on p. l63a, we read: "the eighth day (of Hanukkah) is the Root of understanding (hina J of the heart from which (issues) forth sources otlife (to;e'ot bayyim) of all
types of the faculties of the soul (kabot hane/esh) which execute all matters," N'ote

especially the following from M H 3a (bottom):
,c"n rii,KYi.n i)np :J7ìl ~:J 7?:J i.niin')ni :J?ìl 'pl:yn:J il)'KW .n'ii:i~n i'Wiìil W"

pnuin ltvi:)il :J?:iw il)':ii1 Wìitv ii1T i.niin pr.iY7 y:ii)w iln xiil iliini ilwiiili

X7 CiKil ìp'y iilT il:: il7.n) :i?:iw niinil rii,p) ip'yW iT:J il:Jwnni ,nin:iw i1n:inil
.ri'ìp'Yili ri~'Jnil ì1:iwnnil 'tlh:i? tlì11l .ni'Jiy'n rii:iwnn iK'i
There are external perceptions that do not proceed from the depths and inwardness
of the heart at all, (in contrast to) the sources of life (which f10wl froll the heart.
A completely (authentic) perccption is what touches the depths of one's life-forcc,
I and) that is the root of the understanding of the heart which proceeds from the
depths of the knowledge of the intellect. And a thought such as this is the hsential

point of thc life-force in the heart' (nequdat bayyut shebalev) which depends on
it that is the e'lsence of a person, and not the other, "external" thoughts that arc

the "garments" of the inner, essential thought.

Prof. S. Z. Leiman points to PZ II, pp. 242a-b as contradicting this, but as I understand it the passage reads: "(Wisdom is) to feel the truth in the heart's depths (binequdat
ha'omeq. . . shebalev) at the depths of the Good (me'omeq tov) implanted in the
heart of every Jew." The concept is the same though the word nayyim does not recur.
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20. f'Z V, p. 39b (top).

21. RL. n. 13, csp. p. 14b.
22. TB Eruv. 53a.
23. TB Yoma 9b.

24. TB Shabo 112a.
25. See the writer's "R. Zadok on Prophecy," pp. 4-10.

26. TB Ned. 38a.
27. PZ I, p. 37b: see pp. 15-16 below and n. 61.
28. TJ Pe'ah 2:6.

29. See below, p. i 5 note 55.

30. RL. p. i 58b.

31. PZ, I. p. 37b.
32. See RL, p. 158b, based on TB Men. 29b. Throughout this paper only onc citation will
generally be given, despite the multiplicity of refcrenccs in R. Zadok's writings to the
points made. Because of the nature of those writings, which were never edited hy the
author, repetition is common.
33. LM, p. 81b.
34. Idem., p. 8 i b. This is another proof, if such is needed, that progressive revelation applies
to halakhic materials as well as to theological and kabbalIstIc secrets. For a fuller
discussion of this point, see Section ILL of the writer's "R. Zadok on Prophecy."
35. PL. V, pp. 124-27. Sce pp. 15-16 below.

36. LM, p. 97b.
37. TB Ned. 38a.
38. TB Shabo 88a; AZ, 2b.
39. Parshal Noah 3.

40. rM, pp. 7-8.
41. PZ. V, p. 21a; RL, p. 128b; see Zohar II 261a.

42. TB Tern. 16a.
43. Because this description is formulated in the passive ("even considered as naught"), it
leaves open the question of the existence of a class of sages who were not prophets and
maintained the pride of their caste. This understanding is fuled out by M H 142a-b,
where R. Zadok again contrasts prophet and sage, and writes:
ri1ìY1J1 ~P'''Y1 7K"'W~ 'IlKì ~'l rnppititvj'j'i pwmi ip'.v "j' 'O'K':iij' ii,J.lL' l(?K
.r:'ntVj' lU Kij'tv j'iii:i j'itvj' ~Kij'tv j'KiJ.J?

But in the generation(s) of the prophets. the greatest desire of the Leaders of Israel
and the righteous man was (to attain) prophecy which (brings) with it a clear
comprehension which is from Heaven.
Even though, as he notes, R. lsaac Luria was the recipient of revelations of higher
degree than that of the prophets, they too could attain this knowledge "through the

wisdom (which is) divinely inspired, which (faculty) they possessed."
44. RL, pp. 160-61.

45. See "R. Zadok on Prophecy," Section IV.
46. RL, p. 130a.

47. Avol 1:1: "Set up many disciples."
48. RL, p. 161..
49. LM, p. 104b.
50. 1:71.

5 I. RL, p. 158a-b.
52. RL, p. 158b. The phrase "all in writing" is based on 1 Chron. 28: 19.
53. TB Shabo 88a; see pp. 9-IÓ above.

54. DS,p.4Ih.
55. TB Gii. 43a. R. Zadok explains the process in kabbalistic terms as well, but this need not
detain us here. This understanding of failure as a prerequisite for greater achievements is
pervasive in R. Zadok's writings, and constitutes one of the basic teachings of his teacher,
thc Izhbitzcr; see PL. V, 126:
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i"x '1J1 ?Jii:i nvim (l"tJ '!l i"p'1) 'xv;i:i?)I ?"YT XY'JPXr. 'pn 1i:iir. ')1)1r.VV1r.::1
71T71 ?~~ìiìll qx :i:ii '.;iw!: Ki;i P'i1 :V", '.l"il x,7i ilTil 'nil K'1'P '.l"il 'b' 7:i 'KJ'

Po)iJ 011pr. ?P?1pr. "nv ;in ?Jiinv pi .ir11 X? 1ri1y:: p1O!ln p" 1? ir.x
.I1TI1 'bi1J. CYUi1 xii1 W"lìil ilUJYW' i1::itvrii1 ìtixi 7:iii Kip:i ill Ul",Vi rii7':iii1

p' .Oïipr. iJìi7 7:i1' .K7tl D,VUiì i.nix xi;- ci iV'lìi1i:mb ilTil 'nil 'XJ' 'i YbUJ\D:ii

o)ltJn v'nn? ?1::' n'n X?V ir.1X p")li nr. )li1' n'n X? O?1)1r. ?P?P X?V n")livr.
il1" 7:: .':i'or. yr.tllV ir.:: pi YlJwi .i1T7 ¡,i::"tl 17 il'il N,7IV l,i:J i'i:ini y";:ì iU,n.'ìilil

i::T op?n "n ;iv on ?JX (T"r. '!l i"1r.V1 : tJ", n?'m) v"r.:i vin? i')1)1 P'ri i'r.?)1v
. .CY'Ui1 ilP.ii17

As I heard from our Holy Teacher of lzhbitz, may the memory of the righteous be
a blessing, regarding lthe following midrash): A story is told of a spice-monger
(who would peddle his wares in the villages near Sepphorisj. He would announce
(upon entering a village
I, "\Vhoever wishes to buy a life-giving drug. come and
take'" He entered thc town of Akbara and approched the house of R. Yannai,
w'ho was sitting and studying in his reception room. He heard him call out:
"Whoever wishes to buy a life-giving drug ( , . , ): R. Yannai looked at him and
said to him: "Come, cntcr and sell me (some):" Said (the peddler) to him: "You

have no need of it. not you or anyone like you." He entreated him, and the latter
came to him, and took out a Rook of Psalms and showed him the verse: .., J¡Vho is

ihe man ihal wanls life, (wholloves days ofgoodfor/une' (Ps, 34: 13), What is
written thereafter: 'Keep .vour tongue from evil, and your lips from deceitful
speech. Turn away from evil, do good. seek peace and pur~jUe it.''') Said R. Yannai

to him, "All my life I read this verse but did not truly understand it."
(Our Holy Teacher commented:) This peddler recited no more than this verse
in its usual form. ¡What then did he tcach R. Yannai" Thc answcr is:) This
peddler was corrupt with the sin of tale-bearing la play on rokhel-rekhiIUl), and

that "flavoring" experience is the reason for the effectiveness of his repetition of

this verse. And when R. Yannai heard this vcrsc from him. he too felt that
"flavor," (play on la'am, "flavor, reason"J which he could not have known before.
So too Moses \'./ho had never sinned could not understand what R. Aqiva

lectured~he could not perceive the "taste" that R. Aqiva and his colleagues
perceived, for he had no connection to that (their state of penitence, which

requires a prior sin). Hc understood only what he had heard at Sinai: "all that
which a mature disciple will innovate in Torah," as is written (TB Mcg. 19b,
Ex. Rabba 47), but (R, Aqiva and his colleagues) whose portion was (one of
penitence) acquired (the ability) to perceive the "taste.". .
56, Rl. pp. 15-16, 30; A vol 6:6.

57. DS, p. 41b; Yoma 69b.
58. RL p. 158b, based on Tß Shabo 88a,

59, Avoll:1.
60, QM SOb,
61. Or Zaru'a La,adiq, Lublin, 5697, pp, 49b-50a.

62, RL, p. 160a; comparc Dover ledeq. Pietrikov, 5771, p. 9a.
63. RL, p, 165.
64, See most explicitly RL, p, 158a.

65, Chapter 27.

66, MH, p, 139h,
67, RL, p, 18a,
68. P7., V, p, 39b.

69, TH A.Z. 19a, based on Ps. 1:2; sce Dover ledek, p. 176b (bottom).
70. PL. V, p. 16a,

71. Num, Rabba 20: i.

72, RL, p, 129f; see Lam. Rabba 2:13, based on Lam. 2:9.
73, See Targum to Esther 3: i.
74, PZ, iV, pp, 20a, 22b,
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75. LM. p. 86a.
76. LM, p. 83a.
77. 1'7, I, p. 41 h.
78. LM, p. 85; see p. 10 above.
79. PZ, V, 20a; see pp. 10-11 ahove.

80. I.M, p. 88.
81. LM, p. 82.
82. 1'7, I, p. 144a.

83. RL. p. 160b, based on Eccles. Rabba 11:8.
X4. Compare Maimonides' Introduction to his Commentary 10 the /iAishnah, ed. Kappah,
p. I I:
85. TB Men. 99a-b.
86. MH. pp. 118-119.

87. Pahad Yílhaq, Hanukkah (N.Y.: Gur Aryeh Institute, 5724), n.3, hut in even more detail
in his unpublished talks on Hanukkah, 5735 and 5740.
88. A vOl 6:6, TB Mel!. 15a.
89. Igl!erot Umíkhiavim (Jcrsusalem: Gur Aryeh lnstitutc, 5741), no. 30.
90. Ed. Kappah, p. 10h.
91. In his talk of Hanukkah. 5725.
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